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Thurs Oct 13th at the 
Salvation Army

8354 W Foster Av
Norridge - 7:30PM

EBR-1 Atomic 
Museum

Have you ever seen a nuclear reactor? Ever wonder how 
electricity is generated from nuclear energy? The 
Experimental Breeder Reactor No. 1 (EBR-I) Atomic 
Museum, located on U.S. Highway 20/26 between Idaho 
Falls and Arco.   The facility, a National Historic 
Landmark where usable electricity was first generated 
from nuclear energy on Dec 20, 1951. Take a video trip 
with us to this historic site. It’s the only place in America 
you can see four nuclear reactors — including two 
aircraft nuclear propulsion prototypes, a reactor control 
room, remote handling devices for radioactive materials, 
radiation detection equipment, and much more. 
Beginning in 2011 were colorful, interactive displays that 
tell the story of EBR-I’s sibling, Experimental Breeder 
Reactor No. 2 (EBR-II), the reactor that once powered 
much of the site, operated with a novel closed fuel cycle 
and demonstrated its inherent safety.  
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SRO Notes for August 11, 2016 (Or: An Evening of Light Entertainment)

By Jim Hawes AA9DT

TONIGHT’S MEETING opens at 7:10 p.m. with the thrum of our resonant drums. 
Rat-a-tat-tat, and then come the tom-toms: Next, the knife-edged zing of the 
glockenspiel. Cue the kettle drum, ba-ba-room! Tonight, Vice President Jean Pressel is
our MC and executive drum major. With a commanding wave of her hand, she silences the percussion. 
As reverberations cease, she begins the official SRO meeting invocation: “Open sesame.” In response, 
club members shower her with sesame buns. Meanwhile, President Mike Leibovitz is on vacation. For 
the time being, he represents our SRO Western Division.

TREASURER’S REPORT. The club is solvent. Treasurer Mike Brost WA9FTS will provide a detailed 
report at our next general meeting in October.

TONIGHT’S PROGRAM is a history of lighting with host Steven Johnson. This program is an 
episode of the “How we Got to Now” series. The series traces the development of six modern 
technologies. (Last time, the club watched the “sound” episode.) Johnson begins with the story of 
whale-oil candles: The oil from sperm whales burned brightly with little smoke. Sperm whale oil and 
candles were a preferred lighting source in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

IN THE LATE 19TH CENTURY, Thomas Edison undertook his quest of the perfect incandescent 
lamp. This quest involved developing the first modern research laboratory. There, Edison encouraged 
the collaboration of his brain trust: A colony of scientists, draftsmen, and engineers. Johnson’s account 
soon branched to how the discovery of neon paved the way for Las Vegas.

BOARD MEETING. The SRO board meets at 7 p.m. on Thursday September 29. The meeting takes 
place at the home of Jim Hawes AA9DT and Jean Pressel KB9FXL. At the meeting, the board 
discusses the location for our annual Hanukkah and Christmas party. We are still looking for a suitable 
location.

ROBOTS CHANGE FACE OF MEDICINE. Today, arterial plaques are treatable by balloon angioplasty or 
stents. As technology improves, doctors hope for less invasive means of servicing clogged arteries. Already 
magnetic microbots are available for some arterial and ocular procedures. The Plaque Buster is a 10mm long 
robot inside a magnetic capsule. Electromagnetic coils provide the power. The device steers by creating 
magnetic fields. It can reach locations where catheters can’t go. A micro drill allows it to shred plaques. On 
the drawing board are robotic “bacteria” that could deliver chemotherapy directly to a tumor.

ASSISTIVE DEVICES. Robotics has also enhanced patient-assistive devices. The Bestic Arm can hoist food 
into the mouth or even help someone to brush teeth. Toyota’s Healthcare Assistants can enable a paraplegic 
to walk again. The CosmoBot is a therapeutic robot for children. This robot makes treatments more engaging 
for developmentally disabled children. The robot gathers information on the child’s progress. Human 
therapists use this data while adjusting the therapy to the child’s behavior. Continued on Page 7. 
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Meeting Attendance

2016

Aug 11th - Salvation Army - Norridge

Mike WA9FTS
Pete WV9P
George W9GFH
Wanda KC9LRZ
Bruce N9QIYT

Jim AA9DT
Jean KB9FXL
Jim Barnard
John 
Christine
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                On Sunday October 9, CFAR will be in use for the Bank of America Chicago Marathon 
from 0600-1600 hours. As the traffic will be health and welfare based we ask the members not to 
use the repeater during those hours. The repeater may be quiet, but the traffic is of high priority 
when it needs to Be sent.

As many of you know I have returned from a glorious vacation taking in 7 states and numerous 
National Parks, Monuments, Forests and Landmarks, State Parks, BLM Lands and Historical Sites. 
Cathy and I have hiked up and down to waterfalls, volcanic rocks, Lava tubes, craters, canyons and 
Bad Lands.

We have been up close and personal with Buffalo, Elk, Birds, near Feral Horses and all kinds of 
wildlife. We learned about how to farm Potatoes. One of the interesting things we saw was the first 
breeder reactor (ERB 1) built to generate electricity. We stayed in the first city to get nuclear 
powered electricity (Arco ID.). I have two videos about the reactor and several pictures I took of it 
and two nuclear powered jet engines that were built and tested. This will be the entertainment at 
the next SRO meeting.

President’s Message
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Foxhunt
Report

CFAR 2M Foxhunt - Aug 6th, 2016 by Tom N9CBA and Mike WA9FTS

The weather was great as the 4 hunt teams got a reading to the west and WSW. We all went 
south and took I88 west. It was soon that we realized that the signal was weak, or not there 
but WNW of the starting point. John decided to go north and we recovered the signal. Janet 
said that Armstrong Park would be a good place to hide so we went after it. We found Marty 
and Matt’s car there. John and I got out and headed into the park. I went to the left and Patty 
and the kids went to the right. I realized that was the right way to go. As I approached a 
heavily-wooded area, Patty and the kids were going back from finding Tom. I thrashed my 
way in with difficulty and found the tape measure antenna and then someone grabbed my 
hand. It was Tom. Marty showed up seconds later. On the way back, I saw Don who did not 
want to go in the woods and get bit. Marty got bit a lot but I used Off and did not. Tom 
challenged us to find a low power transmitter on 146.34 for fun. I found it some distance 
away and Marty was there also to find it. We later found out that Kevin and his gang were 
hunting unofficially. We went to Portillo’s at North and Bloomingdale. Results:
1. Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Jacob, Mac, Ethan, Lindsay
2. John WD9EWX, Mike WA9FTS, Janet
3. Marty N9LTE
DNF Don W9RA
Unofficial Kevin N9JPG, Colin KD9AHH, Abbey KD9BLP, Mason, Sonja
This is from Tom and his perspective on the hunt. Patty and Matt were very close to me 
before I realized they were on my side of the creek. Patty spotted me before I saw her. She 
probably saw my 3-element beam that was vertical and perpendicular to the fence pointing 
to the starting point.
Mike got to me about a second before Marty. Marty came around the fence the long way 
(from the south) as far as I know, although he was quiet enough that I could not be sure. 
There was no doubt as to Mike's path, as he was commenting on the vegetation. Radio was in 
10 watt setting.
Kevin N9JPG, Abbey KD9BLP, Colin KD9AHH, Mason. Sonya started from home at least 20 
minutes after the hunt release, and found both the automated transmitter and the fox.
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Tom was at: Google Maps: 41.917381, 
-88.130543
He was at the red balloon.

Tom hid a low power transmitter away from his 
hiding spot. This is it to the right.
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the hunt. Matt’s test signals were weak and not heard by hunters in spite of trying to increase the 
signal. We started with two hunters hearing and 3 not sure. All the hunters headed north and west 
except Pete who took North Av west. John, Janet & I, along with the other three took I290 to the 
Elgin-O’Hare on to Lake St and south on 39. Marty took I290 and on to I355 south to Army Trail 
and south on County Farm Rd. Pete took North (held up by police checking on drunk drivers) to 
59 to 56 and past Eola Rd and to the local hHigh school and then zeroed in on the construction 
area but on the other side of a large and steep hill. We came off Diehl Rd past bulldozers and to 
the end of a paved road. Surprise awaited us as Tony came up to our minivan and told us he was 
hunting unofficially and his car was off the road and stuck in the mud. John and I got out of the 
car to find Matt. John went one way and I headed to some large equipment with shovels with 
Tony who did not have ground gear. I ran past a shovel and back to find Matt and Jacob in the 
front end amazingly for the win. Two minutes later John arrived and then we waited for other 
hunters to arrive. We spotted a flashlight on top of the hill and then behind us at ground level. It 
was Pete who did not want to climb down the steep hilt night. He was 2nd. Shortly a car arrived 
and it was Marty. He took off on foot to make it for 3rd. We discussed the problem with Tony’s car 
and Marty remembered he had a chain in his car which was able to pull Tony’s car out to the 
street. Don asked where the munch spot was. After some discussion, it was decided that , since it 
was getting late, Baker’s Square would be the choice. Shortly Tom drove up and, with ground 
gear, walked past Matt up the hill. He soon found out that he needed to go back to were he was 
and this ended the hunt. Matt was running 75W to a vertical on top of the shove’s roof. It did not 
provide a good ground plane resulting in a poor signal getting out. All the hunters had another 
problem getting out to Diehl Rd so we followed Matt. Success! Results:

CFAR 2M Foxhunt - Sep 3rd, 2016 by Mike WA9FTS

Before the hunt, there was no indication it would be 
one of the strangest and memorable hunt. Matt 
KC9SEM and Jacob would hide with Patty N9PLS 
and Mac close by. We had five hunt teams to start 

1. John WD9EXW,  
Mike WA9FTS, Janet
Unoff Tony AA9CC
2. Pete K9PW
3. Marty N9LTE
4. Tom N9CBA
DNF Don W9RA
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Continued from 
Page 2 

PARO. A robot with 
the name Paro can 
respond when a patient 
repeatedly calls its 
name. In fact, the 
patient may even name 
the robot. Paro can also 
express different 
moods. These moods 
change according to 
patient attitude.

For more detail, see my 
sources: Information 
Week (goo.gl/
NmNczS) and 
Spectrum.IEEE 
(goo.gl/v26TIo)
Submitted by AA9DT
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Amateur Radio Sleuthing Pins Down Source of Strange RF Interference

Police in Evanston, Illinois, contacted the ARRL Lab, after an apparent interference source began plaguing 
wireless vehicle key fobs, cell phones, and other wireless electronics. Key fob owners found they could not open 
or start their vehicles remotely until their vehicles were towed at least a block away, nor were they able to call for 
help on their cell phones when problems occurred. The police turned to ARRL for help after striking out with 
the FCC, which told them it considered key fob malfunctions a problem for automakers, although the 
interference was affecting not just key fobs but cell phones -- a licensed radio service. ARRL Lab EMC Specialist 
Mike Gruber, W1MG, feels the FCC should have paid more attention.
The 600 block of Dempster Avenue in Evanston, Illinois, was plagued by a strange radio interference problem. 
[Kermit Carlson, W9XA, photo]

"This situation is indicative of what can happen as a result of insufficient 
FCC enforcement, especially with regard to electrical noise and 
noncompliant consumer devices," Gruber said.
Evanston authorities worried that a serious situation could develop if 
someone were unable to call 911, putting public safety at risk. They also 
were concerned that the RFI could be intentional and indicate some 
nefarious or illegal activity. Given the seriousness of this situation, Gruber 
contacted Central Division Director Kermit Carlson, W9XA, to ask if he 
could look into the matter.
On June 2, Carlson met with an Evanston police officer, her sergeant, a 
local business owner, and the local alderman, and he quickly confirmed that 
the 600 block of Dempster Avenue in Evanston was plagued with an odd 
RFI problem. Carlson determined that the problem prevailed along a set of 
eight on-street parallel parking spots in the downtown commercial 
district of the North Chicago suburb.
Carlson employed a Radar Engineers 240A Noise Signature Receiver and 
UHF Yagi antenna to survey the affected block. Since key fobs typically operate at around 315 MHz and 433 
MHz, he looked on both frequencies. The survey identified several noise sources in the affected block, but in 
particular a strong signal in the middle of the block. The interference source turned out to be a recently 
replaced neon sign switching-mode power supply, which was generating a substantial signal within the on-
street parking area just across the sidewalk, between 8 and 40 ft.from the sign.

This Ventex Technology neon sign power supply was found to be a strong source of radio interference in the 
affected neighborhood of Evanston. [Kermit Carlson, W9XA, photo]
The problematic power supply interference also disabled Carlson's cell phone when he was within a few feet 
of the device. Carlson anticipated that further investigation would show that the harmful interference could 
disrupt licensed radio services in close proximity. The troublesome transformer was not replaced, but the 
building owner agreed to turn off the sign should problems arise.
Carlson called the Evanston case "a particularly alarming example of radio interference," especially since 
local authorities considered it a public safety matter. "This situation demonstrates the electromagnetic 
compatibility problems that are evolving in an atmosphere of noncompliant, unintentional RF-emitting 
devices," he said.
A return visit to the area with calibrated antennas and equipment capable of measuring the radiated signal 
strength with quasi-peak detection is planned for later this year. Since the initial visit, several other instances 
of unexplained key fob malfunctions have been reported in the Greater Chicago area. -- Thanks to Kermit 
Carlson, W9XA, and Mike Gruber, W1MG
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CFAR 2M Foxhunt - Oct 1st, 2016 by Mike WA9FTS

John WD9EXW, Janet, Carol and I headed off to a spot in 
Lombard. It was a dirt road accessible from Butterfield Rd 
to Grey Rd. This was between 53 and 355 near a golf course 
to the west. We parked on the edge of the paved part and 
John and I head down the dirt path to find a spot we could 
back into and hide. We found such a spot near the Edison 
power plant. We used a mag mount antenna on top of the 
JNYBGD van. With two hunters we started the hunt at 
8:02PM. At 8:40 Don arrive on foot for the win. He came 
from the school nearby. At 8:54 Tom drove by at high speed 
and disappeared. Six minutes later he came back slower 
and found us to end the hunt. We all met at Fuddruckers on 
Finley Road just south of Butterfield. Results:
1. Don W9RA
2. Tom N9CBA

 

CFMC Upcoming Regular Meetings - 16th District Police Station 
5151 N Milwaukee Av, Chicago 

Wed Oct 26th 7:30PM Wed Nov 23rd 7:30PM Wed Dec 28th 7:30PM 
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SRO Officers
President
Mike Leibovitz - WA9EVF
Vice President
Jean Pressel - KB9FXL
Secretary
Jim Hawes - AA9DT
Treasurer
Mike Brost - WA9FTS

SRO Directors
Don Moriarty - W9RA
Jon Tammen - K9IQF
Jean Pressel - KB9FXL

Mike Shy Staff
Editor/Circ. Mgr.
Mike Brost - WA9FTS
E-Mail: mikeb2006@comcast.net
708.457.0966 Voice

Regular Meeting Place
Salvation Army every even month at 
7:30 PM  unless other-wise indicated
in Mike Shy and SRO web site. Check 
for exact date & time.

Standing Committees
Membership - WA9FTS
Program -  AA9DT
Meeting Refresh. - KB9FXL
Foxhunting - WA9FTS
Repeater - K9IQF
Field Day -  WA9EVF
Education - WA9EVF
Mike Shy - WA9FTS
Picnic - WA9FTS
Christmas / Hanukkah Party - WA9EVF
Webmaster - WA9FTS

Repeater Personnel
Trustee -  TBA
CFAR Chairman - K9IQF
Site Maintenance
K9IQF, W9RA & W9BEA
Control Operators
K9IQF, TBD 
NW Maintenance
W9JEM 
Northeast Maintenance
K9IQF & TBD
Lisle Maintenance
W9AEK

SRO Web Site
www.w9sro.org
Mike Brost - WA9FTS

SRO Repeaters 
CFAR (107.2) PL
TOOFAR (110.2) PL

In             Out 
147.750   147.150
223.260   224.860
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year by the Society Radio 
Operators. Deadline is 2 weeks 
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are welcome & should be sent to 
the Editor.
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Atomic 
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